
CONTEST 
<Live Music and Dj Set> 

"MUSIC DREAMERS" 
 

 

REGULATION 

Premise 

What is the aim of any musician/singer?  To be able to produce an album or songs, getting a respectable 

international distribution. 

Target 

To promote fresh music through a "FREE" music contest 

FREE ADMISSION 

"Music Dreamers" is the dream of every artist. The contest permits to be produced and distributed by 

"Smilax Publishing", which has been the producer of great Italian and foreign artists. Nowadays it is more 

and more present on the market with productions of famous and emerging artists and groups, extending its 

artistic suggestions to Dj with compilations and albums of various genres. The distribution care is very 

important to the company. 

It manages to produce a compilation with 15 artists, live music and DJ sets where they can include their 

own songs and unreleased productions. 

Created by "Eventimusica" and in collaboration with "Orizzonte Luminoso", association that works for 

public relations thanks to journalist and professional Loredana Filoni (www.eventimusica.com), partner 

"Smilax Publishing", the contest is for individuals artists and emerging bands offering "UNRELEASED" music 

with great news and opportunities. Moreover "Music Dreamers"  is accessible to all DJs who produce their 

own tracks, considering every genre of music. 

The contest is for all artists and groups, including every genre of music: pop, rock, indie, jazz, electro, pop, 

black music, ska and dj genres, deep, Edm, house, indie Nu-Disco etc. 

Minors must be to authorized and signed by a parent or by a legal custodian, compulsorily at the time of 

enrollment. 

NEWS' 

The contest will take place in CLUBS or simply sending a VIDEO (NEWS), broadcasted during the contest. 

Contest development: 

The contest will be performed in pre-established clubs but especially will be realized via a WEB TV channel 

and YOUTUBE where every week we will dedicate two episodes of 1 hour for both dj and live music artists. 

The artists will be judged by a technical jury (professional in the sector) and we will also consider the votes 

of visitors, who will vote for their darling. 

We guarantee maximum transparency. 

Artists will have to send VIDEOS of 3.40 minutes at most (3 songs) in high resolution and especially with a 

good audio, same thing for Dj producers (radio edit track version). Amateur videos can also be considered. 

 



 

 

 

 

Summary 

1) Youtube channel "Musicdreamerscontest" and "Creative channel TV" web 

2) Two episodes per week of 1 hour will be recorded. 

3) Contest performed in clubs (partners) around the world. 

4) Live music final will take place in Rome. 

5) Final DJ contest in a Top Riviera club. 

At the final stage you have to permission to enter only through the participation in the above-mentioned 

competitions. 

Music schools can participate in the contest, that will "handle" the internal contest. 

Competitors, requiring the enrollment to "Music Dreamers", must read this regulation carefully. Approving 

the regulation, it is intended to be fully accepted. 

We will publish the dates as soon as on the Eventimusica site, youtube and facebook channel. 

"Music Dreamers contest". 

Groups and DJ sets, EXCLUSIVELY IN CLUBS, have to make a contest performance for 30 or 40 minutes  and 

then they should propose the song they want to bring to the final event. 

You are allowed to show songs in the original language. 

The master copyright will remain in possession of "Smilax Publishing" 

Groups will have to give image support to "Eventimusica Luminosa Orizzonte" 

Please read carefully the "inscription form", about the documentation you have to submit before the final. 

 

The name of the artist/ group must be reported on all the documents and media that will be delivered to 

the organization. This material won’t be given back. 

The commission will exclude songs and / or artists in these cases: 

- Songs exceed the duration of 3.40 minutes; 

- Dj set - extended version 

- MASTER of songs or VIDEO with a bad quality to be part of the compilation or the direct TV. 

Tracks presented must be unpublished, without copyright and / or deposited at S.I.A.E. Participating 

musicians must be registered in S.I.A.E. (At least one component, whether it is a music group) and they 

must keep tracks free for 12/24 that will be in possession of "Smilax publishing". 

 



Final 

The LIVE MUSIC finalists will perform the final event in a location in Rome. 

DJ sets will play the final event in a delightful club on the Riviera. 

Compilations will be produced and distributed by the partner "Smilax publishing". 

You can follow the competition on www.webradionetwork.it and www.lfmagazine.it 

All phonographic and video materials made during every single stage of the competition must be 

considered as the exclusive property of the organization that will distribute the material and the names of 

the participants through mass media or other form of advertising. 

The organization reserves the right to make, due to organizational and functional needs, any changes to 

this regulation. 

Media and supports must wholly play by the rules and the applicable laws and regulations. 

Songs should not include advertising messages or messages that can offend the common sense of shame, 

people, state, public institutions and religions. 

Competitors, who want to register to the contest, declare under their own responsibility to not violate 

people’s rights with their participation, also relieve the organization of any liability. 

The organization expressly reserves the right to exclude from competition, when it is necessary, 

competitors who don’t play by the rules. 

 

Jurisdiction 

In case of dispute, the competent court will be the one in Rome. 

By signing below, musicians are aware of the rules. 

 

Read and signed on ___ / ___ / ______ 

 

Signature of the group, musician Eventimusica Luminous Horizon and / or responsible 

___________________ ___________________ 

 

Group name / artist name 

_________________ 

 

 

 

 


